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Tracing / Perf events Microconference
The Linux kernel has grown in complexity over the years. Complete understanding of how it works via code
inspection has become virtually impossible. Today, tracing is used to follow the kernel as it performs its
complex tasks. Tracing is used today for much more than simply debugging. Its framework has become the
way for other parts of the Linux kernel to enhance and even make possible new features. Live kernel patching
is based on the infrastructure of function tracing, as well as BPF. It is now even possible to model the behavior
and correctness of the system via runtime verification which attaches to trace points. There is still much more
that is happening in this space, and this microconference will be the forum to explore current and new ideas.

This year, focus will also be on perf events:

Perf events are a mechanism for presenting performance counters and software events that occur running
Linux to users. There are kernel and userland components to perf events, with the kernel presenting or
extending APIs and the perf tool presenting this to users

Results and accomplishments from the last time (2023):

• Masami’s work on accessing function entry data from function return probes (kprobe and fprobe) was
merged for v6.9.

• eventfs is now dynamically created and fully working following robust discussions with Linus.
• Work on sframes was paused due to other priorities but is still a topic of interest.
• Discussions on integrating User events with libside are ongoing.
• User events added multi-format events.

Topics for this year:

• Feedback about the tracing/perf subsystems overall (e.g. how can people help the maintainers).
• Reboot persistent in-memory tracing buffers, this would make ftrace a very powerful debugging and
performance analysis tool for kexec and could also be used for post crash debugging.

• Dynamic change of ftrace events to improve symbolic printing.
• Userspace instrumentation (libside), including discussion of its impacts on the User events ABI.
• Collect state dump events from kernel drivers (e.g. dump wifi interfaces configuration at a given point
in time through trace buffers).

• Current work implementing performance monitoring in the kernel,
• User land profiling and analysis tools using the perf event API,
• Improving the kernel perf event and PMU APIs,
• Interaction between perf events and subsystems like cgroups, kvm, drm, bpf, etc.,
• Improving the perf tool and its interfaces in particular w.r.t. to scalability of the tool,
• Implementation of new perf features and tools using eBPF, like the ones in tools/perf/util/bpf_skel/.
• Further use of type information to augment the perf tools,
• Novel uses of perf events for debugging and correctness,
• New challenges in performance monitoring for the Linux kernel,
• Regression testing/CI integration for the perf kernel infrastructure and tools,
• Improving documentation,
• Security aspects of using tracing/perf tools,

https://lore.kernel.org/all/170952359657.229804.14867636035660590574.stgit@devnote2/
https://lore.kernel.org/lkml/20240131184918.945345370@goodmis.org/
https://lwn.net/Articles/932209/
https://docs.kernel.org/trace/user_events.html
https://github.com/efficios/libside
https://docs.kernel.org/trace/user_events.html
https://lore.kernel.org/linux-trace-kernel/20240222001807.1463-3-beaub@linux.microsoft.com/
https://lore.kernel.org/all/20240117144704.602-1-graf@amazon.com/
https://lore.kernel.org/all/20240326192131.438648-6-johannes@sipsolutions.net/
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